Remote and Office-based Workforce

4 WAYS POLY CREATES THE BEST USER AND IT EXPERIENCES FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION

Your organization has relied on Zoom to boost employee collaboration, productivity, and innovation. But the world of work is changing rapidly. To get the most value from your Zoom investment, optimize the Zoom experience for both remote and office-based employees.
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There are many audio and video devices on the market, but only Poly provides:
- Audio devices built to the highest standards, so they feel natural.
- Video innovations, including content technology that ensures a clear image quality, more vibrant and accurate colors, and better auto-adjustment in long-haul. Protect your Zoom experiences from distracting background noises so your team can focus on strategic projects.
- Reliable devices that work as expected, every time.

Poly has a portfolio of 50+ audio headsets, video, and phone devices, together with software and services for an end-to-end solution.

OPTIMIZE YOUR ZOOM INVESTMENT

PROVEN QUALITY

Benefits for Users

Benefits for IT

- Reliable devices that work as expected, every time.
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A DEDICATION TO INNOVATION

Benefits for Users

Benefits for IT

- Poly continually invests in research and development to ensure that our devices are purpose-built for Zoom.
- Poly continually invests in research and development to ensure that our devices are purpose-built for Zoom.

SERVICES FOR YOUR LOCAL NEEDS, AROUND THE WORLD

Benefits for Users

Benefits for IT

- Comprehensive range of support options, including replacement devices sent to your doorstep.
- Comprehensive range of support options, including replacement devices sent to your doorstep.

ARE YOU READY TO JOIN THEM?

Contact a Poly Product Expert

Learn how Poly can help you optimize the Zoom experience for both remote and office-based employees.

Audio and video devices connect seamlessly to Zoom. Mike your Zoom investments with Poly, and you'll get the most out of your technology. We're here to help.

- Full Range of Headsets
- Conference Phones
- Video Endpoints
- Phone or Zoom Rooms to extend flexible working? No matter where you are, Poly has you covered.
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